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Perforating alpine glaciers to pull out from the deeps precious information about climate change 
over the last century. This is what EvK2Cnr and Milan Bicocca University researchers and 
technicians have been doing since June 17th to June 23rd on Monte Rosa. The project is carried out 
within the EvK2Cnr research programs on climatic and environmental changes and the NextData 
Project of National Research Council. 

The scene of these activities is the Lys Col, a glacier at 4000 m.a.s.l. in the Monte Rosa massif, on the 
Italy's border with Switzerland. Valter Maggi – researcher of the Science, Environment and Territory 
Department of Milan Bicocca University – will lead a team composed by staff from Brasimone Enea, 
Antarctic National Research Program, Alagna Valsesia Alpine Guides and EvK2Cnr. 

The goal is extracting two long ice cores, to be 8 cm in diameter, through a tricky drilling in the deeps of ice, 
where climatic evidences of industrialization and the expansion of human activities with a strong 
environmental impact are preserved  and undamaged. 

This is one of the first and most significant drilling outside the Poles. Moreover, new perforation systems will 
be used: after this testing at Lys Col, these systems will be applied both in Antarctica and in other high 
altitude areas worldwide.  

Drillings will be performed nightly to guarantee low temperatures. Ice cores will be conveniently sealed and 
insulated to be transferred, and then the will be subjected to stratigraphy and sampled to be analyzed in the 
EuroCold laboratories of Environmental Sciences and and Territory Department of Milan Bicocca University. 

Video and photo of the glacier, the drilling and the ongoing operations - including spectacular aerial views - 
will be available in a few days. 
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